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This game is what Psychonauts would be without the Meat Circus. In fact, this game is basically Psychonauts but not tedious
and with a strange eastern european charm. (Not jank. Charm. Never crashed on me, never buggy, nothing awkwardly
translated.) If you want a surrealist adventure game that begins with a missing persons case and turns into "the internet is a
metaphor for the universe itself", you're in the right place. Look at my flashlight.. I bought this game on a whim. The good: an
interesting story, with wide variety of characters, decent interactions, a fun "combat" element, and vibrant colors and well
designed landscapes. The bad: achievements appear to work in game, but don't seem to transfer into Steam.. Hypnosis is the B
Movie Cult Classic of point and click games that you never knew you wanted, until it fell into your lap for $5 and you were just
like.ok? It is simple, satisfying and gloriously strange. The graphics are surprisingly good, while the constant shift in level
theme/art style provides much entertainment. The story starts with simple mystery, and then cannonballs into an intergalactic
psych romp full of cartoonish twists and turns. I am still trying to figure out whether the game is intentionally funny, or
unintentionally so, but either way, just like Ed Wood's B-Movie Classic, Plan-9 From Outer Space, this game features all your
favourite celebrities (without their permission) and allows you to DIVE INTO THEIR DREAMS through the POWER OF
HYPNOSISSSSSS. [note: therefore it is nothing really much like that movie I mentioned at all] Seriously, Grace Jones, Einstein,
Richard Branson, That Dude From The Big Bang Theory.the gang's all here and they're just begging for your cleavage-aided
psychiatric assistance. SOME may say that the puzzles are too simple and easily solved, but to them I say NAY. My main
grievance with Point & Click games is that they always feature that one frustrating puzzle, which you can never solve so you
cannot continue playing. And that makes me feel kind of stupid. Hypnosis features puzzles which are as easily solved as an 8
year old's homework, so they're great for your self esteem. And, just like your favourite elementary school teacher, the game
gives you GOLD STARS for completing puzzle battles (also good for the self esteem). But the real prize is watching this weird,
weird story unfold. After completing the game and witnessing that truly epic ending, I can only recommend it as the best,
terrible game I've ever played and would highly recommend it for anyone with a good sense of humour and a spare 5 bucks.
Now for my few critiques: 1. Unsure of why the main character needs to be randomly sexy and have a standby boob-adjusting
animation. I would like to point out, that as a psychiatric professional, I would consider her low-cut outfit inappropriate for the
workplace. Don't even get me started on those ones from the store OO 2. Continuing the above theme - Do Maya and Dr
Blanche understand the concept of patient-doctor boundaries? *spoiler alert* Hiring your patients, hypnotising them against
their will, getting all up in their brain and then telling them how to live their lives - pretty sure that's a breach of like all of the
psychiatric rules.. The puzzles aren't great, the writing and dialogue aren't great, the minigames are kinda ok but the plot is pure
wtf. I recommend this one just for the plot and the game looks kinda nice. Too bad they didn't go as far with all the being inside
others head as Psychonauts did (play that game if you haven't already, it's pure gold).. This game is like. really, really terrible. I
hate giving bad reviews but even ignoring the borderline-offensive stereotypes and extremely hammy dialogue - the puzzles
themselves are super simple. I felt like I was playing a kids game! The story was also pretty much non-sensical as well. Some of
the art was nice.. a real must have!. This game is a true gem that can hardly be compared to the other, so often boring and
inexpressive games of the same genre, as this one offers more that just point-and-click adventure, it offers truly entertaining
story and amazing attention to the details. Bright, colorful and extremely creative designs are beyond any praise. The puzzles are
fairly simple, but they fit the gameplay perfectly. The overall impressions are highly positive with the undeniably pleasant
aftertaste.. Hypnosis is the B Movie Cult Classic of point and click games that you never knew you wanted, until it fell into your
lap for $5 and you were just like.ok? It is simple, satisfying and gloriously strange. The graphics are surprisingly good, while the
constant shift in level theme/art style provides much entertainment. The story starts with simple mystery, and then cannonballs
into an intergalactic psych romp full of cartoonish twists and turns. I am still trying to figure out whether the game is
intentionally funny, or unintentionally so, but either way, just like Ed Wood's B-Movie Classic, Plan-9 From Outer Space, this
game features all your favourite celebrities (without their permission) and allows you to DIVE INTO THEIR DREAMS through
the POWER OF HYPNOSISSSSSS. [note: therefore it is nothing really much like that movie I mentioned at all] Seriously,
Grace Jones, Einstein, Richard Branson, That Dude From The Big Bang Theory.the gang's all here and they're just begging for
your cleavage-aided psychiatric assistance. SOME may say that the puzzles are too simple and easily solved, but to them I say
NAY. My main grievance with Point & Click games is that they always feature that one frustrating puzzle, which you can never
solve so you cannot continue playing. And that makes me feel kind of stupid. Hypnosis features puzzles which are as easily
solved as an 8 year old's homework, so they're great for your self esteem. And, just like your favourite elementary school
teacher, the game gives you GOLD STARS for completing puzzle battles (also good for the self esteem). But the real prize is
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watching this weird, weird story unfold. After completing the game and witnessing that truly epic ending, I can only recommend
it as the best, terrible game I've ever played and would highly recommend it for anyone with a good sense of humour and a spare
5 bucks. Now for my few critiques: 1. Unsure of why the main character needs to be randomly sexy and have a standby boob-
adjusting animation. I would like to point out, that as a psychiatric professional, I would consider her low-cut outfit
inappropriate for the workplace. Don't even get me started on those ones from the store OO 2. Continuing the above theme - Do
Maya and Dr Blanche understand the concept of patient-doctor boundaries? *spoiler alert* Hiring your patients, hypnotising
them against their will, getting all up in their brain and then telling them how to live their lives - pretty sure that's a breach of
like all of the psychiatric rules.
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